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Three major parts and summary

Three major  parts

• The contributions
• The context
• How to incorporate IK

Summary of talk

• There are many contributions but 
the most significant is how to live 
with Mother Nature, how to 
flourish within Mother Nature’s 
rhythmic cycle of sustainability, and 
how live in harmony with your 
fellow human beings

• Integrate IK into research and 
practice by working as equal co-
workers and co-learners with 
Indigenous People with an open 
mind and inclusive heart



Part 1: Contributions
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The Geneva Charter for Well-being









Part 2:The context of the contributions…

Contributions despite domination…

• Colonisation

• Land, people, resources

• Neo-colonisation

• Economic

• Political

• Cultural

…despite losses

• Loss of lives

• Loss of land and other resources

• Loss of knowledge 

• Loss of language

• Loss of identity

• Total cultural diversity loss, like 
biodiversity loss



The context: Efforts of the five advocates to 
address losses and restore rights and wellbeing
The role of the international 
community

• Article 4

• Indigenous peoples, in exercising 
their right to self-determination, 
have the right to autonomy or 
self-government in matters 
relating to their internal and 
local affairs, as well as ways and 
means for financing their 
autonomous functions. –
UNDRIP 2007

The role of states, institutions, 
communities and individuals



Environmental crisis
in the Pacific:
The convergence

• Japan plans to release wastewater from 
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power 
plant into the Pacific Ocean…

• “It’s just horrendous to think what it 
might mean,” says Henry Puna, the 
secretary general of the Pacific Islands 
Forum (PIF), a regional 
intergovernmental organization.

• “The people of the Pacific are people of 
the ocean. The ocean is very much 
central to our lives, to our culture, to our 
livelihoods. Anything that prejudices the 
health of the ocean is a matter of 
serious concern.” (Time, Feb 06, 2023)

• USA – (1946-1957) = 67 tests

• France – (1966-1996) = 197 tests



Part 3: How to integrate IK into public health 
research and practice

An analysis

• Whose public health?
• By whose methods?
• For who’s wellbeing?
• What considerations given to  

Indigenous Peoples rights, 
wellbeing, resources, and IP etc?

• How prepared and ready are the 5 
advocates and their collaborators?

Are the five protagonists prepared?

• Build cultural competency and 
capacity

• Build policies and resources
• Build relationship
• Consult  and conduct business
• Maintain relationship
• A posture of learning and humility
• Contextualise – relate to the social 

and natural reality you work with



Types of integration and practices

Relevance

IK used

Low participation

Low trust 

Minimal outcomes

Collaboration

IK used

Indigenous involvement

Increased trust

Some collective outcomes  

Indigenous governance, 
ownership,

Increased leadership,  
partnership

High trust

Wellbeing for all



How to incorporate: Our changing realities
Nothing about us without us, there is enough for our needs, 
and together, we can learn, love, live and flourish with Mother Nature

Advocate

Build healthy 
public policy

create 
healthy…

Empower
Create 

supportive 
environments 

Mediate

Community 
action

Develop 
personal skills

Re-orient…

Other Charters, Declarations and Legacy Statements



Thank you, Kia Ora, Mālō ‘aupito

Indigenous Knowledge systems

• A way of knowing, of being, of 
doing, of living

• A whole inter-connected system, a 
web of life

• Can collaborate with other 
knowledge systems

• Best way to integrate IK is to be 
prepared first, then build 
relationship, consult and do 
business, and maintain relationship

Our social reality changing 

• One planet, one humanity, 
common future

• Diverse knowledge systems 
collaborating, including IK

• Re-think and re-imagine value 
system and ways of knowing, being 
and doing if we are to survive

Email: sione@hauora.co.nz


